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Abstract

There'is no doubt consideration of human issues is an essentiar success factor in the
management of information security. severar moders have been proposed for aeatinf wittr
comprex human issues rerated to information security and different damewo.ks and s-es oiguidelines have been estabrish€d to guide in lhe minagement of end users 
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achieve adequate security ofinformation.systems. Many-ofthese proporur,,"-"rn'on u r,igilevel of abstraction, hence making direct apprications difficirt.' This t""a. 
"u.itf 

io
unsatisfactory high rever descriptions ofprobrems being tackred insteua orcompreien's;nel
environment specific solutions. In this paper a systemati-c approach towards human issues in
the security of infomation systems shail be proposed to criarry identi! areas ,r,u, n."J io
be considered when dealing with human issues oiinformation securiw.
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Introduction

Information security is a state of affairs reached when data and information, systems and
services, are adequately protected against all threats both in normal times and in times of
crisis. Protection methods can be roughly divided into administrative, technical, and other
methods. Technical methods comprise of specification and enforcement of technical
security services and mechanisms, such as access control, encryption, authentication,
integrity and non-repudiation. Administrative methods can be divided into technical
administration, usually related to the coordination and maintenance of the above
mechanism, and people administration, herein called leadership. other measures include
security enforcement not directly related to any specific technology, such as requirements

of trusted implementation of enforcement mechanisms. The major contribution of this
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paper is to propose a systematic framework for leadership, to be applied in concert with

various methods to provide a systematic approach towards human issues in the security of

information systems.

An important observation is that information security permeates the whole

organisation. The direction is top down, from managers to end-users. The highest level of

management must endorse the idea of information security, and the end-users of systems,

those to implement the security procedures in daily work, must understand the security

principles, and act accordingly. In practice, the management must define the organizational

information security policy and enforce it among users of systems and information. End-

users must follow the given instructiohs and information security guidelines. One of the

main concems of managerial information security personnel is to make sure that every user

is aware of the importance of information security. Certainty should be reached on the

understanding of guidelines and other advisory documents. Education is needed to

convince users from the importance of guidelines, and to make the users aware of the

consequences of intentional violations of information secudty [, 2l]. Awareness can be

descriptive'or prescriptive [20]. Descriptive awareness is the general understanding of

underlying protection measures and prescriptive awareness the agreement upon the

importance of secure routines for information processing and. the commitment into acting

accordingly. User awareness is a state to be reached when each individual user understands

the principles, functionality and importance of security enforcement technologies, as well

as is aware of the specific organisational security policy, and is committed into acting

accordingly.

There are several models on the management cr information security and the value

ofnon-technical issues has been widely acknowledged [9]. An example is the ISSI model

(Information Systems Secure Interconnection) [12], where various non-technical layers are

added on OSI communication protocols. The difficulty is that high level issues do not offer

enough basis for concrete end user-oriented development of information security. Also,

research on information security as specification of structures.of responsibility [2] remains

on a high level of abstraction. Additionally, many sets of guidelines, such as [8, I l], have

been proposed towards information security and end users. Guidelines are effective in

practise but, from a scientific point ofview, a reasonable primitive mechanism to enforce

information security and strongly dependant'on the application context. The attempt in this

paper is to provide a context independent framework for tiealing with human issues in
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information security by identising major components and their rore in the provision of
user-centered information sec'rity. The paper starts by a survey of related research to
motivate this work in section 2. Section 3 then provides a detailed discussion of specific
tasks within the adopted security management framework. conclusions shall be drawn and
directions highlighted for future research in section 4.

Background and motivation

The management architecture for information security shall first be summarised in section
2.1. Section 2.2 then summarises the major changes in the rnformation processing that
make it essential to study human issues in information security. section 2.3 deepens this
analysis by studying the role of end users in the provision of comprehensive information
security.

2.1 A framework for the management of information security

From a wide point of view, information security can be seen as a provision of layers of
protection meas'res up to ecological and social protection of information systems [9].
within this paper, the scope is slightly reduced and management of information security is
seen as a specification and enforcement of information security meta poricies that
coordinate actual information security policies [14]. A similar management architecture as
in [6] shall be adopted for specifiing boundaries of the management of information
security' Upper boundary is the formulation ofinformation security requirements based on
information security objectives set by the top management. Information security objectives
are informal statements regarding desired security of systems and operations and are
usually based on different national and intemationar raws, agreements, standards and
organisational business objectives. Formulation refers to the presentation of these
objectives formally in an unambiguous way. Lower boundary is in the specification of
technical security policies based on upper layer security requirements. From a managerial
point of view, it can be assumed that once identified and specified, security enforcement
mechanisms can be implemented in a secure manner by technical personnel.

Management architecture for information security refers to a generic description of
major parties involved in the management of information Security, different tasks, and
inputs and outputs ofthese tasks. The architecture assumed in this paper is illustrated in
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figure l The technical track from security objectives and organisational security criteria to

specification oftechnical criteria has been studied in detail in [6]. That discussion covers

many aspects of the technical track but only mention the human track. The human track is

mostly concemed with delegation of authorities and resources to refined duties and

authorisations and non-technical policies and guidelines. Top management of the

organisation has duty and authorisation to set organisation wide policies concerning

information security. These duties and authorisations are then delegated throughout the

organisation, and harmonised to assure from consistency, correctness and optimisation.

Managerial information security personnel then comes out with duties and authorisations

delegated to specific end users or roles they act in, and different non-technical protection

criteria to be followed by end users.

Technical security requirements are processed by formal information security

harmonisation functions. These functions assume a formal notation for expressing

requirements and are therefore not applicable in human issues. Various factors are needed

for enforcing appropriate harmonisation of non-technical security requirements, such as

leadership through communication, inspiration and motivation. Number of research

suggests that deterrence and other "negative" procedures are effective in preventing

violations of security l2l, 261 but the value of positive encouragement is not as much

studied.

Information security can be seen as specification of structures of responsibilities

within an organisation [2]. Therefore the importance ofdelegation ofduties and authorities

should not be underestimated. The top management is in charge of secure business

operations, and has an authority to set policies that govern entire organisation. This

authority and responsibility is then delegated to the information security personnel that

further designs security enforcement technologies, structures of responsibilities and other

non-technical security enforcement functions, such as user education and statements

governing rights, duties and responsibilities ofusers. Even though studying human issues,

it should be noted that non-technical solutions are strongly dependent on underlying

security enforcement technology. As most security eduction and awareness development

must be tied into underlying technologies, they can be specified only after actual technical

protection mQasures have been identified and implemented. Otherwise, there is a risk of

having awareness without skills of enforcemeht. Highly abstract and conceptual user

awareness is only of limited importance.
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Figure I An architecture for the management ofinformation security

2.2 The changing information processing environment

Throughout 1990's, organisations have been moving from big centrarised mainframe
computers and specific operating systems to smaller distributed computers and universal
operating systems or operating system independent program execution pratforms, such as
Java virtual Machine. This trend has caused the emergence of client/server architecture
and global information access protocols such as HTTp. considerabre performance gains of
small computers, improved networking features, along viith the rapidly developing
information networks, are the basic erements of computing in the I990,s leading way to
2000's. In a modern organisation "the big computer', is no longer a single physicar device,
rather' it consists ofseveral different compulers, nodes, a covered computer network and a
number of input/output devices. Nodes can be geographically far removed from each other
and load can be shared between nodes. It is selfevident that in such a situation the end-user
has more possibilities and more freedom, the network and the computer systems are more
"open" to him/her' But the price they pay for this openness is increased responsibility [13,
241. From the security point ofview, the shift from centralised to distributed computing has
lead to the need for confidentiarity, authenticity, integrity of data and non-repudiation of
transactions, usually enforced by cryptographic protocols and. techniques. Authorisation is
strongly directed towards role based access contror moders [19,23] instead ofphysical
security of computer centers and traditionar access control moders derived from the
military community.

Earlier' every computer had its specific operating system, whereas now we are
transferring to more open, standard operating systems, in many cases uNIX, os/2, win95



or Windows NT. Openness means, firstly, comput$ independence. Computers built by

different manufacturers are interconnected, which is made possible by the fact that we have

standard computer networks at our disposal. To put the networks to good use, the programs

and data must be used in concert. Reaching this goal, openness, seems to bring new

problems, which appear difficult to solve. The idea was that by increasing openness we

would encourage the positive use of computers, and thus make human work easier. But the

situation is not as simple as that. Earlier, information security problems were in control,

and in many cases, when we were faced with a problem, we could find a solution.

Openness has, together with public global networks being employed, in fact, made misuse

of information more common during the past two decades, and the negative inventive

power of people seems to be increasing, too. Several examples of misuse of computer

networks, such as TCP SYN flooding [5] and TCP/P Ping attacks [6] show that

explorations of weaknesses in underlying protocol suites can cause significant harm on

businesses employing new technologies. The major problem in these attacks is that they

exploit weaknesses on protocol design, not flaws in individual software components such

as previously common attacks to gain unauthorised access by misusing common system

software, such as UNIX finger and sendmail. Due to the heterogeneity of users among

global networks, commonly adopted ethical and moral norms are also most likely to fail

[5]. Due io the heterogenicity of cultural backgrounds, social control as a means to

prevent misuse of computers and information becomes weak. Therefore, organisations

need to put more emphasis on technical protection, starting from seeing security as a major

requirement in system analysis and design, but also on education on users and other human

issues related to information security. Ignorant or unaware users provide a great tfueat for

the entire security of information systems.

2.3 The human factor - the end users

When we talk about computer end-users in this paper, we are refer to people, who use

either microcomputers or workstations to implement their work duties. If talking about

end-user computing instead of people, we can use the definition oflered by Beatson [3]:

end-user computing is lhe functionality associated with allowing users to manipulate

information and applications at their discretion, and can maintain lheir information.

Information secudty is not in any way limited to computerised information, information in

all its forms must be taken into consideration. End-user computing refers principally to the
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discretionary functionality given to the user, as compared with hansaction based

applications, where the users' actions are constrained by predetermined procedural steps.

when people work a long time under pressure, their ethical principres are put to the
test. Even if acts are considered immoral, pressure and stress may reduce the barrier of
committing into such acts, such as misuse of information or processing devices. with
continuing education the organisation should improve the end-users,knowledge conceming

the information system and its security. Descriptive awareness should lead to prescriptive

awareness' commitment into secure processing of information. This is important since

many computer abuse is caused by insiders. Distinguishing the degree of risks posed by

insiders and outsiders is vulnerable to an oversimplifuing of complex relationships between

victims and perpetrators, and may read the information security manager and his
management team to allocate their limited and precious security resources inappropriately.

The only valid conclusion, based on limited knowledge of loss experience, is that the
majority ofloss is caused by authorised persons engaged in unauthorised activity Irg, 26].

The question concerning information security and peopre is one of the most
difficult in the world of computing. There is a clear demand for increasing the number of
people who work in professions related to information security. Since information security
is becoming one of the key factors in successful information processing policy, the
responsibilities and rights of the different groups of users, administrators and managers
should be clearly defined. Education shourd be implemented at every level in the
organisation, with the occupational role of each employee determining which facets of
information security are his/her main concems 124,251.

3 Tasks related to human issues in information security

This section identifies major components of the human track of information security
framework illustrated in figure l, and discusses each of them in detail. First one is
specification ofduties and responsibilities, to be studied in section 3.1. Second issue is
delegation of authorities to the members of organisation, to be studied in section 3.2. As
illustrated in figure l, there are two major outputs of human issues: different protection

guide lines for end users of information systems and nontechnical policies goveming

protection of sensitive information. structure and content of these guide lines and

statements shall be discussed in section 3.3.
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3.1 Specificationofdutiesandresponsibilities

It is commonly agreed that managerial commitment is a key success factor in information

security. Briefly, they have a responsibility of secure operations in the organisation and

authority to set and implement organisation wide policies, guidelines and criteria. Clear

specification of information security related duties and authbrisations becomes then

essential in the provision of secure operations. Typically, these activities can be seen as

specification of high level roles different employees act in within the organisation. Once

roles are adopted, they come with a set ofauthorisations needed to carry out those duties.

Therefore, the problem can be divided into two: specification of duties and authorisations

and assignment of employees into roles. A user then adopts a role, if so authorized, when

executing specilic tasks within the system. This is a fundamental assumption of role based

access control systems and work flow analysis. Roles are seen as representations of duties

carried out within the businesses and are expected to be stable. Also, each role is expected

to have a specific set of authorisations required to carry out tasks of the role.

The set of roles is constant over considerably long periods of time, whereas

adoption of roles by users varies within each session. This is a significant improvement in

the management of information security compared to application of traditional access

control models. As user-role assignment is a simple task compared to specification of roles

and their authorisations, the major focus shall be on provision of trusted assignment of

users into roles, and assurance that no roles can be adopted by users that violate these

assignments. An additional advantage of role based approach is, that several commercial

network operating systems, such as Microsoft Windows NT and Novell NetWare, support

the paradigm [19].

If assigning authorisations to users, there is a risk of violating the need-to-know

principle, since users may not each time need all their authorisations to carry out a specific

task. Role based approach reduces the risk by assigning a user to a different role each time

carrying out a different task within the information system. Reliable adoption of roles by

users is a more simple administrative task than specification of roles and authorizations,

and therefore it can be executed dynamically within each access request to a system. User

executes identification, authentication and system level access control procedure in form of

a usemame password pair, biometric mechanism or a cryptographic protocol. Once

assurance is provided from the authenticity of a user and eligibility of entering the



rcquested role, user is authorised to enter the role and is given specified authorisations
within which the user may act.

3.2 Delegation of authorisations

Managerial personnel is in charge of fair and efficient allocation of duties within
the organisation. Therefore, authorisations to carry out different tasks are delegated to
employees ofthe organisation. To be on align with organisational procedures, it is essential
to set the authorisations in a way that no sensitive information can leak to unauthorised
parties. Issue can be studied as a set ofdelegation paths by which authorisations propagate

from top management throughout the organisation. Each delegation path should only
consist of employees in roles that are authorised to handle that information. These
authorisations shourd be specified in the specification of duties and authorisations, and
actual delegation of authorisation is then enforcement of the top rever policy regarding
these duties and authorisations.

3.3 Structure and content ofpolicies

There are two major outputs ofthe process: end user guidelines and non-technical poricies
ro be enforced by manageriar control. This is the most studied area of human issues in
information security. Mostly, the focus has been on the specification of application_
dependent guidelines for secure operation of systems and processing of information. Also,
generic guidelines are widery available for proper application of security mechanisms and
services, such as selection of passwords and phrases, how to prevent viral infections, and
how to deal with sensitive information when being transmitted over an insecure pubric
network' such as the Intemet. The best known generic guiderines are those provided by
U.S. National Institute of Standards in Technorogy (NIST). These divide responsibilities of
secure operations into executive, manageriar and operationar guidelines and provide with
common objectives of duties at each level. This is an important division, since much of
research focuses on the provision of security guidelines for end users but similar sets of
guidelines should be made available to different organisational layers. Managerial duties
must be attached with a set of guidelines, too.

when studied from a wide point of view, information security covers many areas of
computerized and manual lprocessing of information. _Therefore, covering of all security
sensitive processes becomes a complicated task. various non-technical covert channels
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must be eliminated and each document must be considered from the security point of view.

Therefore, organizing these policies into meaningful collections of rules and guideJines

can be very complicated. Various quality methodologies, such as ISO 9000, has been

applied to information security to include security documentation in each process. This is a

promising approach due to it's integration into general business process descriptions. Due

to the lack ofspace, the issue shall not be fuither studied herein.

Evaluation, conclusions and future work

The major contribution ofthis paper has been in to identification ofa systematic approach

into the management of human issues in information security. We have analysed a

systematic management framework for information security and identified a number oI

areas for further research. As security enforcement technologies advance, two major issues

become essential. Control of those technologies to provide secure and cost-efficient

systems from secure building blocks and expansion of organisational policies to govem

also human issues ofinformation security. This is an essential area ofresearch in security,

and should not be ignored. End users need to be aware of inherent security risks oI

information and be skilled to operate systems in a secure manner. Much of existing

research has focused on the provision of either generic or implementation specific

guidelines and rules of operation, but has contributed only little to the establishment of a

systematic approach towards human issues.

The focus of this paper has rather been on the provision of an overview of a broad

area of research than in the detailed analysis of specific issues involved. Therefore, the

detailed application ofdifferent logics for coding information security statements is left for

future work. Deontic logic provides a promising framework for future work in the coding

ofnon-technical information security requirements. Deontic logic, basically, is the study of

obligation and permission. Therefore, this is a logical approach, since we are mostly

concemed with obligations and permissions regarding use of systems and services. Also,

similar approaches have been previously used for coding access control requirements and

cryptographic requirements. Early work of Minsky and Lockman [17] highlighted the need

for deontic operators when specifuing authorisations in databases and operating systems.

Later, deontic and epistemic logics have. been applied in the specification of security

policies for access control and cryptographic protocols 14, 7, 221. Also, Jones and Sergot



[l0] have proposed a mechanism to apply formal theory of normative positions in the

specification of access control requirements. The major difference in coding authorisation

rules and rules for human actions is, that in the latter case, requirements must remain as

descriptive statements, full semantics can not be specified. Also, enforcement must be

through leadership, not through security enforcement software orhardware. This research

is, anyhow, left for future work.

This work is concluded by looking at the big picture provided by the proposed

approach. Several components have been identified regarding human issues in information

security. More detailed research is required at each ofthese areas to identifu processes and

their dependencies to provide with concrete and practical tools for the management of
information security from a holistic and systematic point of view.
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